
NACOS  321   Bible III—Gospels 
Fall, 2019 

This course focuses on the content and message of the Gospels, as well as the 
theological perspectives of the Gospel writers. The practice of exegesis will be 
emphasized. 
  

G. Richard (Rick) Bell, retired UMC pastor, facilitator 
812-279-8357     pamrickbell@live.com 

  
  
Students will be able to: 

1. Understand the origin, message, and purpose of each Gospel. 
2. Exegete this form of literature. 
3. Apply exegesis to preaching, other pastoral responsibilities, and issues of 

the present day. 
  
Texts: 

• Mark Allen Powell,  Introducing the New Testament 
• Frederick Murphy,  An Introduction to Jesus and the Gospels 
• Alan Culpepper,  Anatomy of the 4th Gospel 

  
Supplementary: 

• Sharon Ringe,  Luke (Westminster Bible Companion) 
• Moody Smith,  Abingon New Testament Companion on John 

  
Course Expectations: 
  
Before arriving 

• Read Powell,  Introducing the New Testament, pgs 9-189 
• Scan read Murphy’s, An Introduction to Jesus and the Gospels 
• Scan read Culpepper’s, Anatomy of the 4th Gospel, with careful attention 

to the Conclusion, pgs, 231-237. 
  
1. Using Powell’s Introducing the New Testament, chart the Gospels so that 

you are ready to discuss: 
1.      Overview 
2.      Historical Background 
3.      Distinctive Characteristics 
4.      Major Themes 

2. Write your understanding and reflection on Culpepper’s “Conclusion” with 
special focus on his first paragraph on page 236-- “The struggle over this 



dilemma is most intense at precisely the gospel’s central affirmation—the 
character of Jesus…..” 

3. Write you understanding of “the historical Jesus” and “the Christ of faith” with 
reference to both Powell and Murphy’s writings on the subject. 

4.  Choose one of the following: 
1. Prepare a sermon from a gospel text of your choosing, showing your 

use of exegetical work and critical analysis.  Be sure and describe your 
audience. 

2. Prepare a plan for using a Gospel text in counseling a dying patient 
and their family.  Cite the text, its exegetical interpretation.  Then, write/
be prepared to say your narrative that you will use. 

3. Name a current day issue, like refugee settlement in the United States 
from Mexico or the Middle-east/Africa.  Choose a text that speaks to 
your issue.  Show your exegetical work and appropriate application to 
the issue, naming your audience. 

5. List the various criticisms found in both Murphy and Powell.  Be sure and note 
any questions you have in understanding them. 

6.  Be prepared to discuss the various solutions to the “Synoptic  Problem”  as 
found in Murphy, pgs. 19-22 and Powell, pgs. 92-99.


